The University of Kassel is a young, modern and vibrant university, characterized by its openness to new ideas in every single area of its work. Receptivity, initiative, transdisciplinary thinking and unconventionality are traits we cherish and welcome in studies, research and teaching, but also in knowledge transfer and entrepreneurial ventures, to which the university provides special support. We aspire to develop, validate and implement 
CREATIVITY AND CRITICAL ANALYSIS
With more than 23,000 students and approximately 1,800 scholars, among them more than 300 professors, the Univer sity of Kassel is one of Germany's mid-sized universities. It plays a key role in the development of the northern Hessen region, but its profile also attracts many students and scholars from across Germany and abroad.
We nurture creativity, critical analysis, ethical reflection and unconventional thinking. Extending the development of academic fields beyond their boundaries is another marker for many University of Kassel research centres searching for sustainable answers to our most important questions. This focus offers scholars and scientists exciting challenges and also paves the way for students into their lives and careers. The connection to our art school also opens up opportunities for exchange and cooperation between artistic and scientific fields. Our strong faculties of the arts, teaching subjects such as linguistics, literature, media sciences, philosophy, psychology and history, architecture and music go further than just their own range of topics but also enable interdisciplinary connections and the travel between disciplines where they interface.
In addition, the university and the School of Art and Design play a key role in the cultural life of the region. The University of Kassel offers its students comprehensive services regarding their studies -from preparatory courses all the way to career services and an Alumni Network. The promotion of equal opportunities for wo men in science, and the reconciliation of work / studies and family is a central theme for our university. This is why we are certified as a family-friendly university providing e.g. parent-child rooms and childcare facilities on campus.
INTERNATIONALLY ORIENTED
The University of Kassel is committed to further devel- The documenta is also inextricably linked with the city.
As the world's most important exhibition of contemporary art, the documenta establishes Kassel at a centre of the art world every five years. But Kassel is even more than that: small galleries present works by young, urban artists, and quality independent cinemas show the latest works in art film. In addition to the three-division state theater and the Komödie Kassel, a lively alternative art scene has developed in the city. 
